Stylus Dipping Gel

INSTRUCTIONS: Turn off power to turntable. Place pot on platter, Gently & Slowly raise and lower
your stylus in and out of the pot 2-3 times. Hey presto a clean stylus!
TIPS: Use up and down motion only preferably with your cantilver, the pot should be kept stationary
& tonearm should not be moved from side to side during dipping. If your cartridge design seems to
limit dipping with the cantilever you can try repositioning the pot, adjusting your tonearm, angling
the pot differently or placing something under it to raise it.
Alternatively gently offer the tin upto the needle or remove the cartridge first to dip manually.
CAUTION: Replace pot lids after use, Store pots flat the right way up. Always be careful when
cleaning your needle and never use excessive force. Note some bubbles / subsidence may occur this
will not effect usage.
Keep away from children & pets, do not eat!
Keep lid sealed at all times, store in a cool place away from heat & direct sunlight.

More Tips
Stylus Dipping Gel Tips
- Store in a cool place away from sunlight
- Ensure cap is tightly fitted after use
- Even after usage many times and an apparent build up of debris on the gel it should still be
effective and not releasse dirt back to your needle. If over time it becomes really soiled try flipping
the gel over to refresh the surface (use rubber gloves or poly bag over your fingers to prevent
contamination)
- Some have suggested rinsing the gel under a cold tap, whilst this may remove some of the trapped
debris do remember that tap water contains impurities, better to use DI / Pure water if you are
attempting this.Unfortunately if exposed to the air for too long the gel does become solidified and
will need replacing. We will be carrying out more reasearch into cleaning methods and storage life
of the gel but currently recommend replacing If your gel becomes exausted.
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